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MOSUL: The flyblown corpses of Islamic State
militants have been rotting along a main street
in north Mosul for two weeks, a health risk for
passersby. Suicide bombers’ belts beside the
fighters can still explode, killing anyone nearby.
But the Iraqi army has no intention of burying
the jihadists and hopes as many people as possi-
ble will get a good look at their blackened bod-
ies, torn apart by bombs and bullets.

As Iraqi forces prepare to expand their offen-
sive against Islamic State from east to west
Mosul, they want to stamp out any sympathy
that residents may have for the group, which
won instant support when it seized the vast city
in 2014. “We will leave the terrorists there,” said
Ibrahim Mohamed, a soldier who was standing
near three dead jihadists, ignoring the stench.
His cousin suffered death by electrocution at the
hands of jihadists during Islamic State’s harsh
rule of Mosul because he was a policeman. “The
message is clear to Iraqis, to keep them from
joining or supporting Daesh (Islamic State). This
will be your fate. The Iraqi army will finish you
off,” he said.

A suicide bomber’s belt, with its detonation
pin still in place, lay in the street a few feet away,
near some clothing once worn by a militant. The
Iraqi army has come a long way since it col-
lapsed in the face of Islamic State’s lightning
advance into northern Iraq. After retaking half of
Mosul in three months of fighting, Iraqi forces
are poised to enter the western side of the city.
Victory there would mean the end of Islamic

State’s self-proclaimed caliphate, though Iraqi
officials expect the group to fight on as insur-
gents in Iraq and inspire attacks in the West.

Psychological weapon
The corpses are left on view as a psychologi-

cal weapon to deter Islamic State sleeper cells,
which Iraqi officials say are highly effective and
distributed across the country. Islamic State has
executed thousands of Iraqi soldiers and police-
men, and their comrades are eager for revenge.
“We leave them in the street like that so the
dogs eat them,” said soldier Asaad Hussein. “We
also want the citizens to know there is a price
for supporting terrorists.” Sunni Mosul had

accused the Shiite-led Baghdad government
and army of widespread abuses, which they
deny. Islamic State exploited that resentment
but started losing popularity after it imposed its
radical version of Islam and shot or beheaded
anyone deemed an enemy.

Iraqi citizens don’t seem to mind the gory sight
of the bodies, with people walking past them
every day as Mosul begins the work of rebuilding
entire neighborhoods pulverized by Islamic State
car bombs and US-led air strikes. Laborer Youssef
Salim observed the corpses, still with army boots
on their feet, and paused to reflect on life under
Islamic State, which has lost ground in Iraq and
other Arab countries.  He said the bodies should
not be moved. “Do you know what smoking one,
just one cigarette meant?” he asked. “Twenty-five
lashes in a public square where people were
forced to watch you suffer. “If your beard length
did not meet their requirements, that was a
month in jail and 100 lashes in public.”

Spreading fear
The militants are no longer in charge in east

Mosul but they are still very capable of spread-
ing fear. Two men approached a soldier to com-
plain that there were suspicious wires that may
be attached to a bomb on a door at the factory
where they work. Minutes later, an increasingly
familiar scene unfolded. Soldiers looked up and
spotted a drone aircraft operated by Islamic
State militants, located about 600 meters away
across the Tigris River, which bisects Mosul. 

Iraqi forces opened fired with their assault
rifles, hoping to blast the small aircraft - an
Islamic State weapon of choice - out of the sky
before it could drop a bomb. A few streets away,
a group of young boys walked towards three
more Islamic State corpses. “The bodies should
stay. Daesh killed lots of people so why should
they be buried,” said Salem Jamil, 13, who was
carrying a plastic bag filled with old electric
wiring he hopes to sell.

But a man who approached said the bodies
should be buried because that is everyone’s
right. The three militants were shot when they
tried to sneak through some trees to kill sol-
diers. One of the soldiers stood proudly over
the dead men, including one still wearing a
suicide belt. He smiled and pointed to a ciga-
rette stuffed in one of the jihadist’s nostrils.
“We put it there because of the terrible things
they did to Iraqis,” said the soldier, Asaad Najif.
“The fate of any terrorist is clear. We will find
you and kill you.” — Reuters
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ZAHRA: Zakaria Imad Ahmed, 12, is treated by doctors in a first aid clinic in the Zahra neigh-
borhood after he was hit in his head by shrapnel from a mortar fired by Islamic State militants.
He and his younger brother and sister were playing outside when a mortar dropped nearby
and shrapnel hit parts of their bodies. — AP 

YUKARIKOY: Villagers stand in front of a damaged house after two quakes, both with
preliminary magnitudes of 5.3, jolted Turkey’s northern Aegean coast, in Yukarikoy
village Canakkale province on Monday, Feb 6, 2017, damaging dozens of homes in at
least five villages and injuring several people. — AP 

ANKARA: Ankara’s outspoken mayor yes-
terday warned that outside forces could be
using sophisticated technology to try to
trigger a manmade earthquake in a delib-
erate bid to harm Turkey’s fragile economy.
Melih Gokcek, who has been mayor of the
Turkish capital since 1994, made the out-
landish claims on Twitter where he regular-
ly updates his more than 3.7 million follow-
ers, often writing in capital letters.  His
comments were made after two quakes hit
the western Canakkale province on
Monday and yesterday morning, measur-
ing 5.3 and 5.2 magnitude respectively, the
Turkish Disaster and Emergency
Management Authority (AFAD) said. 

In these tweets, Gokcek shared a video
which claimed there were tools for causing
manmade quakes, and he called all sub-
marines and ships with large equipment to
be taken under control of the authorities.
Gokcek said he had “researched” the two
quakes and suggested they could have
been caused by possible foreign interfer-
ence. “There was a ship conducting seismic
research nearby. What this ship was
researching and what country it belongs to
must be solved,” he wrote. The ultimate
aim, he suggested, was to trigger an earth-
quake near Istanbul in a bid to stage an
economic “coup”. “At this moment, the coup
aimed at Turkey is an earthquake near

Istanbul to cause Turkey’s economic col-
lapse,” he claimed. 

‘Genies’ behind the coup  
It is not the first time that Gokcek, one

of the more colorful members of the ruling
Justice and Development Party (AKP), has
made such fantastic claims. Following last
July’s failed coup, he suggested that exiled
cleric Fethullah Gulen, whom Ankara
blames for the putsch, was hypnotizing his
followers through genies. The Canakkale
region includes the Dardanelles Straits
which is the gateway to the Sea of Marmara
that leads to the Bosphorus in Istanbul. 

Istanbul itself lies in a major earth-
quake-prone zone and in 1999, a quake
northwest of the city left 17,000 dead. It is
not the first time a senior Turkish figure has
blamed foreign elements for conspiring to
harm the country’s economy. Last month,
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan himself
blamed a conspiracy for the recent plunge
in value of the lira, without saying who was
to blame but saying such actions were akin
to that of a “terrorist”. “The purpose is to
bring Turkey to its knees. They’re using the
exchange rate as a weapon,” he said. In the
first four weeks of 2017, the lira lost seven
percent of its value against the US dollar
after losing a quarter in value against the
greenback in 2016. — AFP 
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JOHANNESBURG: Refugee children attend a lesson as part of the 326 refugees proj-
ect at the Sacred Heart college in Johannesburg, South Africa.  — AFP 

JOHANNESBURG: “These children can’t go
to real schools... kids have been beaten up,
assaulted, deprived of food,” said college
head Colin Northmore of the plight of
young migrants in South Africa.  So each
day when lessons end at his pioneering
Sacred Heart school in Johannesburg,
migrant children fill up the empty class-
rooms-and are taught by migrant teachers.
The more than two million migrants in
South Africa-many of them children often
face xenophobia from teachers and peers,
or are barred from state schools altogether
because they are in the country illegally.
South Africa was hit by savage anti-immi-
grant violence in 2008, when 62 people
were killed, and again in 2015 when there
were at least seven deaths.  

“We became a multiracial school in
1976, defying the apartheid government
and we consider the treatment of refugee
children to be a new social injustice,”
Northmore said. “Some of the kids walked
for four years to reach South Africa. Some
kids have been out of school for four years.”
Posters on school walls proclaiming “We
fight against xenophobia” hang alongside
portraits of Nelson Mandela-several of his
grandchildren attended the school. The
college, where annual fees are up to
$6,000 (5,500 euros), is equipped with a
chapel, two libraries and several tennis
courts-a far cry from the facilities of a typi-
cal South African state school.

Free lessons
The after-hours teaching project is

called “Three2Six” as it is each afternoon,
between 3:00 pm and 6:00 pm, that the
school is transformed into a centre for
migrant children to learn free of charge.
Teachers from across Africa, who are them-
selves awaiting papers, provide the aca-
demic rigor at the front of the class.
Estimates vary significantly on how many

migrants and asylum seekers there are in
South Africa, but fact checking website
Africa Check estimates that the figure is
around 2.2 million.

“We thank you for our school and our
teachers,” the roughly 175 well-behaved
children from Democratic Republic of
Congo, Mozambique,  Zimbabwe and
Eritrea chant in unison. The children, aged
between five and 13, all dress in smart
blue uniforms for their classes which
focus on English and maths. “Here, I learn
all that I will need for when I leave to go
to a normal school,” said Claude, a chub-
by-faced 12-year-old from the DRC. After
three years in the “Three2Six” program,
Claude is hoping to join the public school
system next year.

Every year, roughly a quarter of the
pupils on the scheme leave to pursue
mainstream schooling. But even for those
who make the switch, migrant life in South
Africa remains tough. “We had a good life
in Congo, here we share an apartment
with three families,” said Claude.  “At home
they are despairing because of the awful
conditions in which the children live,” said
Gilbert Kabasele, a Congolese refugee
teacher with the project who shares an
apartment with another family.

“The school is doing exactly the same
thing as it was in the 1980s, just with a dif-
ferent group of marginalized children,” said
Northmore, referring to its efforts to main-
tain a diverse student body even at the
height of apartheid. “We are dealing with
urban refugees. ‘Three2Six’ is an urban
response to an urban problem.” Northmore
believes the scheme could be rolled out in
Europe, which has also been deluged by
migrant arrivals in recent years.  One
German volunteer, who worked at Sacred
Heart, even returned home and estab-
lished a similar program for Syrian chil-
dren, he said. — AFP 

South Africa school offers 
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MOGADISHU: Somalia’s capital Mogadishu was
under security lockdown yesterday, with roads
and schools closed and residents urged to
remain indoors a day before the country holds
a long-delayed presidential election. Fears are
high that the Al-Qaeda linked Shabaab group
will seek to disrupt the election by carrying out
an attack on the capital. Twin car bombs at a
popular hotel left at least 28 dead two weeks
ago. Heavily armed security personnel
patrolled the streets of the capital, while sever-
al main roads were blocked off with sand
berms and residents of the capital were urged
by Mayor Yusuf Hussein Jimale to stay indoors.  

“My children did not go to school because
of the election and my husband who works as
a policeman had to stay on duty for the last
three days. This thing is taking too long and
people would be relieved if they could see an
end to this drama,” mother-of-four Samiya
Abdulkadir said. President Hassan Sheikh
Mohamud is seeking re-election against 21
other candidates, after another dropped out
yesterday. The troubled Horn of Africa nation,
which has not had an effective central govern-
ment in three decades, had been promised a
one-person, one-vote election in 2016.

However political infighting and insecurity,
mainly due to Shabaab militants who control
swathes of countryside and strike at will in
Mogadishu, saw the plan ditched for a limited
vote running six months behind schedule. The
delayed electoral process began in October,
with 14,025 specially chosen delegates voting
for candidates for both parliament and a new

upper house. In 2012, only 135 clan leaders
chose the MPs who voted for the president.
Repeated delays meant the new lawmakers
were only sworn in December. In a report yes-
terday, Somalia-based anti-corruption watch-
dog Marqaati said the elections “were rife with
corruption”.

Delays and disillusion
The tortuous process to elect a president

whose remit does not extend beyond the cap-
ital and a few regional towns, has left some
disillusioned. “I really don’t care who becomes
president. We just need to be free to attend to
our business,” said Qoje Siyad, a Mogadishu
day laborer. While falling well short of the
election that was promised, the process is
more democratic than in the past and is seen
as a step towards universal suffrage, now
hoped for in 2020.

Today’s voting will see members of the 275-
seat parliament and 54 senators cast ballots
inside a hangar within the heavily-guarded air-
port. Security sources said commercial flights
would not be operating today.  No candidate is
expected to get the two-thirds majority need-
ed for a first-round win, with two further
rounds permitted before a winner is declared.
In the absence of political parties, clan remains
the organizing principle of Somali politics. The
22 candidates-all men after the only declared
female candidates dropped out-paid a $30,000
(28,000-euro) registration fee. Few have any
serious chance of winning.

One of them is the current president, a 61-

year-old former academic and civil society
activist from the Hawiye clan. Also in the run-
ning is ex-president Sharif Sheikh Ahmed, a fel-
low Hawiye and 52-year-old former leader of
the Is lamic Cour ts  Union which pacif ied
Somalia before being driven out by US-backed
Ethiopian troops. The leading candidates from
the Darod clan are Pr ime Minister  Omar
Abdirashid Ali Sharmarke, 56, and former pre-
mier Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed ‘Farmajo’,
55.  Both hold dual nationalities having lived
for years in Canada and the US respectively.

Famine looms again
The overthrow of president Siad Barre’s mili-

tary regime in 1991 ushered in decades of anar-
chy and conflict in a country deeply divided
along clan lines.  The clan rivalries and lawless-
ness provided fertile ground for the Shabaab to
take hold and seize territory, frustrating efforts
to set up a central administration.  

The Shabaab has been in decline since
2011 but still launches regular, deadly attacks
against government, military and civilian tar-
gets in the capital and elsewhere. Security
and overcoming Somalia’s adversarial and
divisive politics will top the agenda for who-
ever wins the vote as will dealing with a grow-
ing humanitarian crisis.  The UN warned last
week of “possible famine” in Somalia as a
severe drought has pushed nearly three mil-
lion people to the edge of starvation.  After
two failed rain seasons, aid workers fear a
repeat of a 2010-11 drought which left more
than 250,000 dead. — AFP 

Somali capital on lockdown 
ahead of presidential vote

Somalis vote amid security, drought woes

MOGADISHU: Somali soldiers prepare to secure the capital on the eve of presidential elections at a police academy in Mogadishu, Somalia
yesterday. — AP 


